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-Here is Penrose pattern w/ Ammann decoration: -Source of fascination for mathematicians and physicists since 1970s,	-connected to essentially every branch math, endless stream of interesting research 	-most well known physical application: quasicrystals	-also believe they have other important physical applications (big topic, just briefly mention at end)-New perspective: every PT  dual of more fundamental object (AP)  which, in turn, comes from Coxeter Pair-Want to find all analogues, systematically derive and understand key properties that had previously -3 properties: 	- irred reflection sym, 	- quadratic 1D building blocks, 	- self-similarity
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See: “The Mysterious Mr. Ammann” by M. Senechal
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Reflection Groups and Root Systems

(see Conway&Sloane) 
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-finite reflection groups (include all Euclidean point symmetries as subgroups)-mirror planes, roots-primative roots



Coxeter-Dynkin Diagrams:



Coxeter Pairs



Coxeter Pairs









Applications?
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Nobel Prize 2011 (D. Schectman)





(arXiv:1805.02665, LB, M. Dickens, F. Flicker





Problem #1: higher dimensions

(see Coxeter: “Regular Honeycombs in Hyperbolic Space”) 



Problem #2: ”Decapod Defects”
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Nonabelian anyons?



Problem #3: Quasicrystalline Compactifications
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Summary

• Ammann-Penrose Tilings (from Coxeter Pairs)

• Problem 1: At the boundary of hyperbolic space?

• Problem 2: (Nonabelian) anyons? (quantum computing)

• Problem 3: In string compactifications?



Tilings with translational symmetry:



Theorem: only 2, 3, 4 or 6-fold symmetry is allowed! 

Tilings with translational symmetry:



Fibonacci quasilattices:
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